Client Profile
Name:

Industry:
Industrial Products
Need:
Improve customer experience by providing better
search and navigation. Utilize KPI's to strategically rank
search results. Create and
manage landing pages for
scheduled and ad hoc campaigns. Enable merchandisers with advanced search
merchandising tools.
Results:
Improved customer experience with more relevant
product search that leverages rich sales and analytics
data. Add value to the SAP
Commerce platform with
enhanced relevancy control,
keyword merchandising and
consistent search and category results. Enabled merchandisers to easily create
scheduled and ad hoc campaigns.
Fabory Executive Quote

“FindTuner empowers our
team with easy-to-use tools
for tuning relevancy, managing campaigns, and creating
customer-centric search and
navigation experiences.
- Vasuki Muralidhar, CIO

Background
Founded in 1947 and headquartered in The Netherlands, Fabory is a full service company that offers a complete range of fasteners consisting of standard fasteners, custom-made products for specific applications and C-parts for the OEM market. Fabory
has a strong presence in Europe but also sells worldwide through traditional and digital B2B channels. Fabory differentiates itself by delivering quality products and services with team members that have extensive knowledge of its customer's markets,
the newest fastening technologies and products for maintenance and repair, and a
strong focus on understanding the needs and wishes of its customers.
Fabory’s digital presence is underpinned by SAP Commerce (Hybris) which embeds Solr for
search technology. Fabory initially used Solr with SAP Commerce but faced challenges with
delivering relevant search results. After trying a third-party search platform, Fabory returned to
Solr and partnered with Innovent Solutions to implement FindTuner to enhance and elevate
search, navigation and merchandising for fabory.com, which has nearly 300,000 visitors each
month and averages well over 200,000 unique searches per day.

Business Challenge
Fabory uses a high-end ERP and PIM applications along with SAP Commerce to manage a catalog with well over 250,000 products. Customers are typically shopping for fasteners that have
similar descriptions and attributes, where a small difference in an attribute is the difference
between the right products and a wrong ones. Products and searches also contain unit-ofmeasure data which further contributed to the challenge. Fabory’s goals included:

•

Deliver a great search and navigation experience—Because many products have different searchable attributes with similar values, search queries tended to lead to thousands
of results. Fabory needed better tools to deliver great search results and seamlessly handle their robust catalog with numerous and complex attributes. Maximizing the clickthrough rate on the search results page was an important measure of success. Presenting
the most relevant facets for a given search was also an important goal.

•

Leverage KPI's for Relevancy—Fabory has valuable KPI data, such as availability, margin
and sales rank, which could be used to help find products faster and create better customer experiences. Both search and category results need to leverage KPI's in any combination to meet business objectives. Further, Fabory wanted flexibility to target based on
sales organization, verticals and other segments based on various use-cases.

•

Effectively Manage Promotions—Fabory runs scheduled and ad hoc promotional campaigns throughout the year and needed to provide merchandisers with easy-to-use tools
to create landing pages using collections of products that may or may not be related. With
flexibility and efficiency as goals, Fabory desired a solution that did not require materializing new categories or classifications in SAP Commerce.

•

Add Value to SAP Commerce—While SAP Commerce provides tooling to merchandise
category results, Fabory realized the need for more comprehensive functionality. Having
the ability to merchandise keywords, and handle searches that include units-of-measure
and other technical specifications became very important. Further, whether products are
found via search or category navigation, the products presented should be similar thereby
giving the customer comfort the results are accurate and comprehensive.
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Solutions
Fabory partnered with Innovent Solutions to implement FindTuner with SAP Commerce. FindTuner
enables merchandisers to plan, customize and optimize the way customers search and experience
Fabory.com. Strategies are created to craft product promotions using KPI data and human-touch
techniques, curate landing pages for the ideal customer experience, and provide search and category results that target the customer in ways that meet business objectives.
Deliver a great search and navigation experience—Using FindTuner, Fabory tunes and improves
relevancy without having to modify Solr configuration. Fabory is empowered to deliver the most relevant facets based on a customer’s search. As Richard Rijsterborgh, Senior E-commerce Manager explains, “FindTuner helps us tune the relevance score and over time allows us to increasingly show the
right results to our customers. The most relevant facets can be configured for any customer context. This
allows us to create easy navigations and even a guided search.”
Leverage KPI's for Relevancy—Using FindTuner’s AutoTune Algorithms, Fabory meets business objectives with strategies that boost products based on any combination of sales performance, margin,
product availability and other metrics. In support of B2B needs, Fabory boosts customer-specific
products and layers additional boost algorithms depending on sales organization.
Effectively Manage Promotions—Fabory can easily create and manage scheduled promotions including Deal of the week, Monthly Sales, Black Friday, Cyber Monday, Fabory Days, and Back to
Work. Rijsterborgh further highlights “With FindTuner, we empower merchandisers to quickly create
specific landing pages. This makes creation and changes in our campaigns very flexible. As good promotions cannot always be planned and scheduled in advance with the PIM team, it’s essential that merchandisers can make last-minute changes in a user-friendly tool.”
Add Value to SAP Commerce—FindTuner gives Fabory the ability to target customers with any combination of a keyword, browse-path and context including segments, profiles and location. FindTuner's powerful Query Rewrite feature provides all the necessary capabilities to gracefully handle unitof-measure and product specification queries. Customer experience is improved by providing search
and category results that are coordinated to have similar outcomes.

The Results
Customer experience has been greatly improved with more relevant product search that leverages rich
KPI data to match the customer’s intent and Fabory’s business objectives.

"FindTuner empowers our team with easy-to-use tools for tuning relevancy, managing campaigns, and
creating a customer-centric search and navigation experiences" stated Vasuki Muralidhar, CIO at Fabory.
Fabory is enjoying the added value of FindTuner with SAP Commerce through enhanced relevancy
control, keyword merchandising and consistent search and category results. Merchandisers are empowered to easily create scheduled and ad hoc campaigns.
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Innovent Solutions
300 Spectrum Center Drive, Suite 400
Irvine, CA 92618
Phone: 949.754.2940
Email: findtuner@innoventsolutions.com

Find out more:
www.findtuner.com

About FindTuner®
FindTuner creates engaging search experiences that
convert shoppers into buyers. FindTuner provides a
comprehensive suite of features that give merchandisers
the power and control to easily implement strategies
that provide high-quality, relevant search results, enhance and personalize the shopping experience and optimize revenue and profitability. FindTuner works with
any ecommerce site that is powered by Solr, including
SAP Commerce.
Innovent Solutions is a privately held company headquartered in Irvine, California that provides consulting,
training and support services and solutions for Search,
Business Intelligence and eCommerce technologies.

Key Merchandising Features
•

Product Tuning to promote, demote, hide, show, and perform other precise actions.

•

Automated relevancy that uses machine learning to drive the best results from shopper behavior, buying
patterns and analytics.

•

Algorithms to dynamically rank search results using machine learning, and metrics such as revenue, ratings,
inventory, sales rank, or any combination.

•

Precise query handling to increase precision and relevancy, flawlessly handle multi-word synonyms and
auto-correct queries.

•

Curated results that ensure the perfect product visibility and placement.

•

Guided navigation to reorder, hide and show categories and values.

•

Banner displays based upon search query and results, organic search, PPC campaigns and more.

•

Redirect shoppers for common searches such as Customer Service or Shipping.

•

Zero results handling to ensure content is always visible.

•

And much more...
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